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Tree adjoining grammars (TAG) represent a derivational formalism to construct trees from a 
given set of initial and auxiliary trees. We present a logical language that simultaneously de
scribes the generated TAG-tree and the corresponding derivation tree. Based on this language 
we formulate constraints indicating whether a tree and a derivation tree mean a valid TAG
generated tree. A method is presented that extracts the underlying TAG from an (imderspeci
fied) TAG-tree and its derivation. This leads to an alternative approach of representing shared 
structures by means of TAGs. The result is a more general representation of movement which 
requires no indices since it basically makes use of the properties of the adjunction operation. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, we find several approaches establishing a logical description of finite trees, e.g„ firs t
order logic (Backofen et al„ 1995), dynamic logic (Kracht, 1995), temporal logic (Pahn, 1999), 
monadic second-order logic (Rogers, 1998). However, most of them lead to the class of rec
ognizable sets of trees (Thatcher & Wright, 1968). Provided a finite labe! domain this applies 
to all logical formalisms that are equal or weaker than the (weak) monadic second-order logic 
(Rabin, 1969). However, TAGs do not belong to this class, since TAGs are properly stronger 
than context-free grammars. But a set of trees is recognizable if and only if it can be recog
nized by tree automaton, which can be also encoded as a context-free grammar. Nevertheless, 
there are logical formalisms to specify structures beyond context-free derivations. For instance, 
Rogers proposes in (1999) and previous works a logical description of TAGs that is based on 
a 3-dimensional view of trees. The important issue of his approach is to combine the derived 
TAG-tree and its derivation tree to a single 3-dimensional structure. 
Similarly, we propose a formal method to establish tree constraints outside the context-free 
paradigm that employs an additional tree structure that is linked with the tree in a particular 
manner. For TAGs we consider the corresponding TAG-derivation tree where each node of the 
derived TAG-tree is linked with the corresponding derivation node, e.g„ if we adjoin the aux
iliary tree ß to the auxiliary tree a then we reach a derivation tree with the root ma that has a 
single child mp. Correspondingly, we link each node of the underlying initial tree a with the 
ma node in the derivation tree and each node of the adjoined auxiliary tree ß with the mp node. 
Instead of labeling the nodes of the derivation tree with the name of the corresponding elemen
tary tree and the tree address of the corresponding adjunction node, the former is sufficient due 
to these links. After adjoining a further ß tree to the forrner ß tree, the derivation tree includes a 
second mp node below the first one. In addition, the nodes of the second ß tree are linked with 
the second mp node of the derivation tree. Obviously, the dominance relation in the derivation 
tree expresses nested auxiliary trees in the derived TAG-tree. 
In contrast to Rogers' 3-dimensional trees, we keep the derived TAG-tree as a unit in order to 
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Figure 1: TAG generating the copy language and the derivation for abaaba 

be able to access the TAG-tree directly without applying a particular projection (or a similar 
function) to the overall structure. Therefore we can still use one of the logical formalisms 
describing trees mentioned earlier to partially specify a set of TAG-trees. But if we want to 
make use of the special, non-context-free properties of TAGs, we must consider the links to refer 
to the corresponding nodes of the derivation tree. This linking function enables to specify sets 
of nodes in the TAG-tree, which we cannot describe in a formalism only capturing recognizable 
set of trees. As an illustrating example we consider a simple TAG generating the copy language 
{ww 1 w E {a,b}*} (see Figure 1). Obviously, each occurrence of a letter in the first word 
shares the same auxiliary tree with the corresponding occurrence in the second word. In Figure 1 
we find the corresponding TAG-tree.and its derivation tree for the word abaaba. 

In the approach presented here we make some important assumptions conceming TAGs. We 
employ a Special node predicate Adj to indicate the adjunction nodes. Moreover, we take for 
granted that the root and the foot fails Adj, and the adjunction nodes do not immediately dom
inate each other. Therefore every adjoined tree is only bounded by nodes of the tree it was 
adjoined to. Instead of simple node labels we use a finite set E of unary node predicates. 
Hence, each node is labeled with the (finite) set of predicates that are valid for it. We may only 
adjoin an auxiliary tree at a node if this node, the root and the foot of this auxiliary tree share at 
least one common predicate. In the resulting tree the Iabels of the fonner root and the foot are 
the intersection of the labels of the adjunction node with the fonner labels of the root and foot, 
respectively. Finally, we consider the substitution, i.e„ replacing a leaf with an elementary tree 
as a particular version of adjunction, where the foot of the adjoined tree remains a leaf. 

2. A Logical Specification for TAGs and Their Derivations 

Our specification language considers two structures, i.e„ the resulting TAG-tree t and its deriva
tion tree d, and the (total) function r mapping the nodes of t to the corresponding nodes of d. 
We call the combined structure consisting of these components a t/ d-tree, where the finite sets 
E and Ev denote the labe} domain for the TAG-tree and the derivation tree, respectively. In 
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detail, a t/d-structure (T, D, r) includes a E-labeled tree domain T = (t, Pi) for 
a ED-labeled tree domain D = (d, Pd) and the linking function r: t ---t d. 
In order to specify a particular set of t/d-trees we employ a first-order style fonnalism 
similarto the one used in (Backofen et al., 1995).1 The resulting first-order language Lt/d(:E, ~v) 
includes the binary operators <J, -<, <J•, -<•, <Jn, <J0 representing the immediate dominance rela
tion, the siblirig precedence relation and their transitive-reflexive closure for the TAG- and the 
derivation tree, respectively. Tue function T maps each TAG-tree node to the corresponding 
derivation tree node. In addition, we introduce auxiliary predicates root and foot to mark the 
root and the föot of an elementary tree. Further, the predicate leaf indicates the leaves of an 
elementary tree that must keep this property during the whole derivation which is especially 
true for the foot of an initial tree. 
Based on the first-order language Lt/d(E, ~D) we can specify the formal properties of a well
formed t/d-tree. We consider the intended distribution of the Jinking function r and the predi
cates root andfoot when adjoining the auxiliary tree ß to the tree a. Hence, the corresponding 
derivation tree includes two nodes mo: and mp where m<> <JD mp. Basically, for every derivation 
node m there is a unique root dominating a unique foot, either one referring to m (Tl). In ad
dition, the root dominates all other nodes referring to m (T2), and the foot dominates no other 
node referring to m (T3). Finally, each node wearing the predicate leaf must be a leaf (T4). 

(Tl ) V'm31n, n': n<J+n' /\ r (n) =m /\ r (n' ) =m /\ root(n) /\ foot(n') 
(T2) 'Vn, n': r(n) = r (n') /\ root(n) => n <J+n1 

(T3) V'n, n':r(n )=r(n') /\foot(n) => --.n<J+n' 
(T4) Vn,n':leafln) => --. n<Jn' 
(T5) Vn<Jn': (r(n)=r(n')/\-.root(n) /\ :foot(n')) 

V (r(n) <JD r(n') /\ root{n')) V (r(n') <Jo r(n) /\ foot(n )) 

where the quantifier 31 denotes the unique ex.istence. In (T5) we consider the properties of 
pairs of immediately dominating nodes. Initially, an elementary tree is coherent, i.e., each node 
and each of its ex.isting immediate neighbors are parts of the same elementary tree. But after 
adjoining a tree ß at an adjunction node of a , this relationship is interrupted for a, namely 
between the root and the foot of ß. Consequently, each pair of nodes n and n' with n<m' refer to 
the same elementary tree if neitherfoot(n) nor root(n') obtains. Otherwise, either n' is the root 
of ß or n is the foot ß, where a is the parent of ß in the derivation tree, since according to the 
previous assumptions every adjoined tree is bounded by nodes of the tree we are adjoining to. 
The constraints (Tl) to (T5 ) sufficiently specify a valid TAG-tree and its derivation tree pro
vided that either structure is a valid (ordered) finite tree. Hence, it must be possible to separate 
an arbitrary t/ d-tree satisfying the above constraints into a corresponding set of elementary 
trees. Westart this backward derivation at an arbitrary leaf m of the derivation tree. Following 
(Tl) there is a unique root nr and a unique foot n1 in the TAG-tree marking the boundaries 
ofthe corresponding elementary tree. Due to (T2) nr dominates all nodes n with r(n) = m, 
and due to (T3) n1 dominates none of them. Since m is a leaf, (T5) asserts that all nodes 
dominated by nr and not dominated by n1 refer to the same elementary tree m. Therefore we 
can undo the adjunction of the m-tree leading to an m-labeled aux.iliary tree. We remove m in 
the derivation tree, and in the TAG-tree we replace the m-tree with a new adjunction node nm 
referring to the parent of m and whose labe! is the union of the labeis of nr and n f except root 
andfoot. In the same manner we handle the remaining t / d-tree until a single derivation node 

1 Selecting first-order logic as the specifying formalism for both kind of structures should be considered as a 
working example rather than restricting our approach to this kind of logic. Nevertheless, one can employ all kinds 
of formalisms, e .g., monadic second order logic, that describe recognizable sets of (finite) trees. 
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remains which denotes the initial tree of the derivation. Finally we should note that this method 
does not ensure for elementary trees to be uniquely associated with their labels. However, an 
appropriate modification of the labe! domain ED could assert this. 
Consequently, every t/d-tree satisfying the constraints (Tl) to (T5)2 is generated by a certain 
TAG whose necessary elementary trees result from the backward derivation described above. 
Since the backward derivation does not consider the inner structure of an elementary tree, i.e., 
the nodes satisfying neither root nor foot, this part of the considered TAG-tree can be under
specified. In that case the result of the backward derivation is underspecified, too. By a minor 
modified backward derivation which manages alternative results we could handle arbitrary un
derspecification as weil. 
Obviously, the TAG resulting from a backward derivation of an (underspecified) t/d-tree also 
generates other t/d-trees than the given one. More generally, one or more given (underspeci
fied) t/d-trees may be considered as a system generating a TAG that recognizes at least these 
t/d-trees and its predecessors and successors in the TAG derivation. Thus, as a basic applica
tion the backward derivation can be employed to describe a particular property ofTAG-trees by 
means of an underspecified t/d tree and to construct a corresponding set of elementary trees. 
As a Jinguistic application, we consider an underspecified t/d-tree describing a particular gram
matical phenomenon, and hereafter, we achieve a corresponding TAG. Hence, we are able to 
obtain information on modeling syntactic properties by means of TAGs. 

3. Representing Structure Sharing 
Structure sharing is an important issue in natural language syntax. In general, it is necessary if a 
constituent occurs in a position that is different from the one licensing it (or at least a significant 
part of it). For instance, in the question "Which girl did we meet yesterday?", the object phrase 
"which girl" occurs in the sentence initial position rather than in the object position immediately 
after the verb, where it receives its case and B-role. Typically, we represent structure sharing 
as a derivational process called movement, i.e., a moved phrase XP; leaves a trace t ; at its 
former position; hence we write "[Which girl]; did we meet t; yesterday?". Similarly, we 
handle topicalized objects, e.g., " [This nice girl]; we met ti yesterday". However, the indices 
we use to indicate structure sharing give rise to a problem conceming the finiteness of the Jabel 
domain E. In general, an arbitrary number of such indices may occur. This leads to an infinite 
number of necessary labels which we cannot handle in our Lt/d-formalism. However, we will 
illustrate how to handle structure sharing in TAGs without employing such indices. 
Most TAG approaches to wh-movement and topicalization, e.g., XTAG (1999), assume an initial 
tree that describes the whole sentence structure including the moved phrase and its trace. Con
sequently, we require similar trees for all kinds of movement and sentence structures. Moreover 
the (structural) distance between the co-indexed nodes is bounded according to the specification 
in its initial tree. However, this method fails to ·represent long distance movement as in 

Whoi do we think that Bill knows that Rache! saw that John kissed t;. 

where the distance (within the tree) between the moved node and its trace is arbitrary since such 
a structure requires a series of adjunctions between the co-indexed. nodes. In order to reach a 
more general approach to movement in TAGs, we apply the backward derivation to such cruc_ial 
tree structures. In detail, we extend a given tree to a corresponding t / d-structure satisfying (Tl) 
to (T5) by assigning appropriate values for r, root and foot. As a basic property oft/ d-trees 
we proposed that we store shared information in the derivation tree rather than using indices 

20bviously, (T4) can be ignored since the leaf predicate only prevents adjunctions beyond the ttee considered. 
Nevertheless, to achieve a rnore restticted TAG we rnay assume that initially all leaves must satisfy /eaf. 
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Figure 2: t / d-tree and TAG for "this girl we met yesterday" 

in the derived TAG tree. Then we can express an arbitrary number of shared properties while 
keeping a finite labe! domain for the TAG tree. We presume therefore that fundamentally shared 
structures belong to the same elementary tree. Accordingly, we assign the moved noun phrase 
and its trace to the same elementary tree m 1 which must also include the S' node as its root. 
Note that this does not mean that S' must share any properties with the NP, actually m 1 only 
serves to store the common features of the NP and its trace. For the foot of m 1 we select the 
trace. Similarly, we obtain that S is the root of m2 and the object NP its foot. Finally, the adverb 
is assigned to the auxiliary tree m3 with both VP nodes as its root and foot. The resulting t/d
tree and the corresponding elementary trees is shown in (Figure 2) where we da not explicitly 
write the leaf predicate that is assigned to the trace and the lexical entries. 

Generalizing the result obtained above, the starting and the landing position of a movement are 
part of the same elementary tree to which we must adjoin the structure occurring between. Tue 
distance between a moved phrase and its trace depends on the number and complexity of the 
elementary trees adjoined to the movement tree where additional constraints on the derivation 
tree can restrict this distance. However, adjoining the inner structure seems to be inconsistent to 
most other current TAG approaches to natural languages. Nevertheless, this confiict tums out to 
be only superficial if we assume initial trees where the position of thc foot and the substitution 
nodes are underspecified. For instance, we consider the argument structure of a verb where the 
nodes for the arguments are marked for substitution or to be the foot. So we can move at most 
argument and the remaining ones must be substituted; for the moved argument we assume a 
corresponding substitution node at the landing position, too. 
Since movement is not restricted to NPs we assume a more general elementary tree for move
ment where the category of the moved phrases is underspecified and the moved phrase must be 
inserted via substitution. Moreover if we select appropriate predicates for the adjunction node, 
we can specify the auxiliary trees that can be adjoined. Through the resulting elementary tree 
for movement we can express movement as a particular version of adjunction rather than as a 
Iexical process. Since the moved phrase and its trace are linked by a corresponding elementary 
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tree no further co-indexing is necessary. As a result we obtain TAGs that require only a finite 
Jabel domain. Thus, a corresponding the L1wformula can specify such TAGs appropriately. 

4. Conclusion 
We have introduced a logical description of TAGs that simultaneously considers the derived and 
derivation tree, both of which are linked together via a special function. By the constraints (Tl) 
to (T5) we have obtained a notion of TAG-validity that is applicable to arbitrary tree structures. 
In detail, we have established a backward derivation to verify whether an (underspecified) tree 
can be generated by a TAG. Using this method we have obtained an alternative approach to rep
resent structure sharing without employing indices in TAG. This way we can describe structure 
sharing within the Lt/d formalism, too. Formally seen, we focus the properties of the adjunction 
operation rather than putting together complex initial trees. As a further application, it should 
be possible to extend the backward derivation to a learning algorithm that extracts a TAG from a 
given tree corpus. Another obvious extension of our Lt/d formalism emerges when we consider 
the derivation tree as a derived tree which is linked with a further derivation tree. This leads to 
Weir's hierarchy of control languages (1992). 
An alternative approach to express structure sharing in TAGs is provided by several variants of 
multi-component TAGs (Weir, 1988; Rambow, 1994) where a set of elementary trees is simulta
neously adjoined (or substituted). Obviously, such a set identifies its members. However, there 
may be an arbitrary number of such sets in a derived tree which means an arbitrary number of 
indices and, hence, an infinite label domain. Nevertheless our approach can be extended to such 
formalisms as long as the label domains are finite and the derivation trees are recognizable. 
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